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Recently Chong and Hirata1 have discussed an interes
ing molecular approach for friction on a solvated ion in
dipolar liquid. We have the following comments on this p
per.

~1! Note that Eq.~2.9! of the Chong–Hirata paper1 is
essentially the same as presented earlier by us in se
places. See, for example, Eq.~2! of Ref. 2, Eq.~9! of Ref. 3
and Eq.~3! of Ref. 4. As to the best of our knowledge, th
self-consistent equation was presented,for the friction on an
ion, for the first time in Ref. 2. We have mentioned earli
that this is a general equation which can be derived by s
eral approaches. We were, therefore, surprised that no
acknowledgement was given to our work.

Actually, there are two stages in the calculation of t
total friction on a moving ion. The first stage involves th
formulation of a mode coupling type theory. This was
ready accomplished in Refs. 5–7. The second stage is
calculation of the correlation functions. It is here that Hira
and Chong have made a meaningful contribution by us
the interaction site model to describe the correlation fu
tions.

~2! About our work,2–4 Chong and Hirata made the crit
cal observation that ‘‘their theory does not answer the qu
tion of how the Stokes and dielectric frictions interplay b
cause it disregards the microscopic nature of the Stok
friction.’’ This statement is not correct. The bare friction c
also be calculated from the mode coupling theory by trea
the ion as a fictitious neutral solute of the same size.
have stated clearly that we have approximated the bare
tion ~due to the short range interactions! by the hydrody-
namic term because the latter provides areasonablenumeri-
cal approximation. There was nodisregard. Actually, the
bare friction has been calculated elsewhere.6,7 There is noth-
ing new about this.

~3! In fact, Chong and Hirata also did not include th
hydrodynamic term. The simultaneous inclusion of the m
croscopic and the hydrodynamic terms is a difficult a
tricky problem which has been solved only recently.5 Actu-
ally, one cannot include the hydrodynamic term by thecon-
ventionalmolecular approach which considersonly the den-
sity relaxation @see Eq.~2.4! of Chong and Hirata#. The
Stokes term comes from anentirely different source, from
the transverse current mode. We have shown recently
the proper form of the friction is given by the followin
expression:5
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zbin1zrr1zmic,DF
1

1

zhyd1zhyd,DF
, ~1!

wherezbin andzrr are the binary and the collective solve
number density (r) fluctuation contributions,
respec-tively.5–7 The details regarding the calculation o
these two microscopic quantities are described elsewher5–7

zmic,DF represents the friction which originates from the co
pling of the ionic field with the orientational solvent pola
ization mode. On the other hand,zhyd and zhyd,DF are the
hydrodynamic friction~without the polar contribution! and
the hydrodynamic~polarization current! dielectric friction.
The expressions forzmic,DF and zhyd,DF are given
below:2–4,7

zmic,DF5
2kBTr

3~2p!2E0

`

dt

3E
0

`

dkk2Sion~k,t !ucid
10~k!u2Ssolvent

10 ~k,t !, ~2!

wherecid
10(k) is the wavenumber (k) dependent~10! compo-

nent of the ion–dipole direct correlation function. This is
coupling parameter which couples the ion dynamic struct
factor, Sion(k,t) with the orientational solvent dynami
structure factor,Ssolvent

10 (k,t). kBT is, as usual, the Boltz-
mann’s constant times the absolute temperature. The po
ization current~hydrodynamic! friction is given by5,7

zhyd,DF~ t !5
1

3r~2p!3E dkSion~k,t !
2 f̂ ~k!

k2
Ctt~k,t !, ~3!

where f̂ (k) denotes the wavenumber dependent form fac
andCtt the solvent polarization current auto correlation fun
tion. We refer the interested reader to Ref. 5 for a deta
discussion and derivation of Eqs.~1!–~3!.

~4! We would like to stress that while the Stokes ter
and the expressions for dielectric friction derived by Hu
bard and Onsager8 and by Zwanzig9 have the origin in the
solvent polarization currentonly, the molecular expression
used by Wolynes10 and by us2–4,11and others arises from th
systematic consideration of both the microscopic struct
and dynamics of the ion–solvent composite system.

~5! While Chong and Hirata1 wrote that we ‘‘claimed’’
good agreement, the fact is that wedid get good agreemen
with known results, without any adjustable parameter. T
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inconsistency discussed above does not affect the nume
results for two reasons. First, for small ions, the exact m
nitude of the bare term becomes insignificant because
dielectric friction dominates the total friction. For large ion
dielectric friction itself is not important. Thus, the maximu
was recovered correctly.
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